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The Ultimate Tip Sheet
for the 

Plain Jane Shoe Pattern

Love U Bunches

Special tips from designer Chris Saunders from Love U Bunches 
and dolly shoe cobbler Bee Jacobs from A Bee Line!
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Tip #2: The Iron is Your Friend!

If you want your shoes to have that professional 
cobbler look, pressing is a must! 

The key areas to press are around the shoe 
opening and the heel seam area. Accurate 
pressing in these areas will result in a sharp, flat 
fold for the shoe opening. Use a doll-sized seam 
roll or pressing ham, and a pressing cloth when 
necessary. 

Taking the time to press after each step makes 
the difference between a professional looking 
shoe and a sloppy slipper. 

Tip #1: Fabric Selection

The best fabric for doll shoes is a light weight fabric 
with a tight weave. If you are a beginner, cotton 
quilting fabric is a good choice. Choose a fabric 
that does not ravel. If you are an intermediate or 
advanced cobbler, your options are endless! 

The pink shoes pictured on the cover of the pattern 
are made of satin. To maintain fabric stability, 
before cutting, a light weight interfacing was fused 
to the fabric used for the top of the shoes.

Are you ready to kick your cobbler skills up to the next level? Looking for a more 
professional look? Well Love U Bunches (that would be me, Chris Saunders) 
and Bee Jacobs (dolly shoe cobbler extraordinaire) from A Bee Line, are proud 
to provide you with the Ultimate Tip Sheet for making your very own Plain Jane 
Shoes. We will review some of the tips in the pattern and share some new ones!

This is an example of "casual" pressing. 
The shoe opening is oddly shaped and falls 
in on itself. Compare this pair to the shoes 
at the top of the page. Pressing matters!
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Tip #4: Match the Lining and the Shoe Top 
(Step 5 in the pattern)

As you stitch the shoe top to the lining and stitch the back 
seam, the fabric can move and stretch. Before you stitch the 
1/4" stitch line around the base of the shoe top, make sure 
the shoe top and lining match and lay flat against each 
other. If they do not lay flat , the lining will pucker. Trim if 
necessary.

Tip #5: Reduce bulk

Clip corners and press as outlined in the pattern to reduce fabric bulk. 

However, there will be bulk at the heel due to the seam and multiple layers of fabric. To reduce the 
bulk at the heel, use a small pliers and gently squeeze the fabric. This will soften and flatten the 
fabric for a nicer heel.

The small piers pictured below came in a jewelry tools collection. It is particularly nice, since the 
pliers tips are covered with plastic (nylon jaw pliers). If your pliers tips do not have this covering, be 
sure to cover your shoe with scrap fabric before squeezing. This will prevent damage to the fabric.

Tip #3: Glue Selection

We do not endorse any brand name glue. However, after 
testing a dozen different glues (did not want to work with hot 
glue), we recommend Aleene's® Super Thick Tacky Glue or 
Fast Grab Tacky Glue for making dolly shoes. This glue is 
thick and dries quickly, but gives you enough time to adjust 
and manipulate the fabric before it dries completely.

Another glue that works well is Amazing Goop®. The hold is 
great but it does emit some fumes. Use in an open area.
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Squeeze here
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Tip #7: Rounding the Toes

There are two ways to adjust the fabric at the front of 
the shoe to get a smooth, rounded toe: 

Option 1: While the glue is still wet, gently lift up the 
fabric, spread it out, and press it back onto the back 
of the insole.

Option 2: With the shoe facing up, place the toe area 
of the shoe between your thumb and pointer finger 
and gently push your thumb over the edge while 
pushing the fabric back with your pointer finger. This 
gentle rolling motion will smooth the edge.

Also, be sure to watch the Plain Jane Shoe Video for 
a demonstration. You can find the link in the 
Resources section.

Tip #6: Secrets to Cutting Foam and the Insole

Foam: Use a sharp scissors. Keep the scissors perpendicular 
to the foam while cutting and make long, smooth cuts. 
Medium coarse sandpaper or a rough fingernail file can be 
used to shave off any edge areas that are not smooth. 

The Insoles: If the insole edges are not smooth and rounded, 
it will be harder to get a nice rounded toe. The shoe top will 
want to follow the edge of the insole, so be sure the insole 
edges are smooth and rounded.

Precuts: Another option is to purchase precut foam or 
acrylics. Precut foam soles are available on Ebay. Acrylic 
soles and heels are available at Punch Place Plus. 

Ultimate Tip Sheet - Plain Jane Shoes (cont.)

Tip #8: While the glue dries...

To get a nice, tight hold around the edges of the 
shoes, place clips or clothes pins around the shoe 
while the glue dries. Five to ten minutes will do the 
trick. To prevent the clips from leaving marks in the 
foam and the shoe fabric, cut a cardboard template of 
the sole. Place the shoe between two cardboard 
templates before attaching the clips.
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Tip #10: Keep your fingers clean and 
dry

There's nothing more frustrating than having your 
shoes stick to your fingers while you are working! 
Keep a damp towel handy to wipe your fingers. 

Ultimate Tip Sheet - Plain Jane Shoes (cont.)

Tip #9: Templates

Sand Paper Templates
Print the pattern and glue it onto a piece of fine 
sandpaper (I used very fine 220 grit 
sandpaper). When the glue is completely dry, 
cut out the pattern Use a craft scissors, not your 
fabric scissors! Use the sandpaper templates to 
trace the patterns onto the fabric and the foam. 
The sandpaper will hold the template in place 
and prevent it from moving while you trace.

Clear Template for Fussy Cuts
Using a piece of light weight clear plastic 
(example: the clear top of a take-out dinner box 
or quilting plastic), trace the shoe top with a fine 
point permanent marker and cut it out. Place 
the template on the shoe top fabric and move it 
around the fabric until the design is centered 
beneath the template.
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Tip #11: Soles - Try something new!

Acrylics
Acrylic soles (and heels) can give your shoes a very 
classy look. To prevent scuffing and getting glue in 
the wrong place, keep the protective plastic covering 
on the soles until you are ready to glue. For a secure 
hold when using acrylics, try Amazing Goop® Glue.

Other materials
Try using plastic placemats as the soles! They come 
in a variety of colors and will give a nice texture to the 
bottom of your shoes.

Or get creative with the foam... glue two or three 
layers of foam together for a platform sole with lots of 
color!

You can also purchase textured foam. Works great if 
you are making sneakers!

Tip #12: Embellish 

Adding trim to the base of the shoe can change the look of the shoe and it can also cover up a 
multitude of little goofs! You can use ribbon, cording, fabric trim, and even elastic! Elastic is perfect 
for boat shoes!

3 layers of foam

Textured foamPlacemats
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Tip #13: Getting tiny shoes on dolly 
feet!

Sometimes it's hard to get a tiny shoe on a tiny foot. 
Try a shoe horn! A small plastic spoon works 
perfectly! The one in the picture is a small spoon from 
a local ice cream shop. Eat ice cream and get a dolly 
shoe horn! It's a Win Win!

Tip #14: Be a dolly cobbler!

Are you ready to jump in with both feet and make dolly shoes? Well, every cobbler needs the right 
tools. A set of dolly-sized pressing tools are a must for pressing those tiny little shoes and getting 
the back seam flat. And you can't go wrong with shoe dies and a cutter. Make the perfect sole 
every time!  Refer to the Resources section for links.

Placemat Soles
(waffle texture!)

Foam Soles

Foam Soles

Fabric insoles 
fused to craft 

interfacingPunch Place 
Plus® cutting die

Love U Bunches
Pressing Tools

Pattern

Big Shot® Cutter
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Contact Chris:
Email: LUBpatterns@gmail.com
Facebook: facebook.com/LoveUBunches

Shop for Love U Bunches Patterns:
LoveUBunches.com
PixieFaire.com

The Plain Jane Shoe Video:
youtube.com/watch?v=4jphaTAIZJI

Contact Bee:
Email: Abeelinedesigns@gmail.com
Facebook: facebook.com/ABeeLineDesigns

Shop at A Bee Line (aka The Hive):
ABeeLine.etsy.com

Acrylics, dies, and recommended 
cutters:
PunchPlacePlus.com

Foam, glue, other supplies:
Fabric, foam, glue, and other supplies for 
making dolly shoes are available at your local 
craft or fabric store.

Love U Bunches does not endorse any 
product or manufacturer.

Tip #15: The complete package

What is the perfect accessory for dolly shoes? Why 
dolly shoe boxes, of course! Be sure to check out 
Bee's site for the shoe box pattern. Her template even 
includes the shoe box labels for Size 00 dolly shoes!

~ Resources ~

Coming soon to

ABeeLine.etsy.com


